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Efficiency
Driven

Time  and Cost
Savings

Trusted
Professionals

iPhone
to a fully customize professional

data communications plan via
VoIP solutions

From one

In 2019,                        opened their medical clinic, knowing they
would need dependable phones and internet connection that
compared to that of larger practices, for a fraction of the cost.
The clinic's Office Manager was challenged with getting a
system set up from scratch while also managing the
overwhelming demand of patient care.  

At a glance
A small, independent medical
clinic with 5 staff members
needed data communication
solutions to be set up and
managed during a new
construction project. Their needs
included a phone system and
internet connectivity.

The trusted technology coach for your small to midsize business in the South.

PCA was able to provide a fully customized
communication plan to allow the clinic to utilize their
tools and equipment in a manner that gives freedom
to focus on patient care rather than troubleshooting. 

Efficiency Driven

In reference to the clinics ongoing relationship with
PCA,               stated, "the time saved by not having to
constantly deal with internet or phone issues is worth
thousands of dollars."

Time and Cost Savings 

The medical clinic is able to focus on their expertise in
healthcare, knowing that the PCA team is ready to
give advice and detailed explanations of their needs. 

Trusted Professionals

CHALLENGES

Having worked with PCA at previous clinics throughout the
area, the Office Manager's personal recommendation to the
clinic owner and lead physician was to leverage the PCA
Technology Solutions team of VoIP (Voice over Internet
Protocol) to set up and manage a customized phone system
and internet connectivity. 

SOLUTIONS

BENEFITS

Medical
Case Study

Your Technology Coach

pcatechsolutions.com

Little Rock, Arkansas

""Healthcare is overwhelmed,
especially these past two years. Our
biggest challenge is keeping up with
the demand while still providing
quality care. The quality of service PCA
provides exceeds other companies, it
reduces the need to piece together
our tech needs."

-Office Manager

*As a security minded technology
firm, full reference of client is
available only upon request.*


